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InvisibleShield Glass Elite+ Galaxy S21FE Screen

Brand : ZAGG Product family: InvisibleShield Product code: 200108719

Product name : Glass Elite+
Galaxy S21FE Screen

InvisibleShield Glass Elite For Galaxy S21 FE

InvisibleShield Glass Elite+ Galaxy S21FE Screen:

InvisibleShield has reimagined what screen protection can do. Glass Elite is made with ion exchange
technology and aluminosilicate glass. It’s our strongest glass screen protection to date. But we didn’t
stop there. We’ve added ClearPrint™, a revolutionary oil-diffusion technology that makes fingerprints
virtually invisible. Glass Elite is the only screen protection on the market treated with ClearPrint.
InvisibleShield Glass Elite+ Galaxy S21FE Screen. Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy
S21 FE, Protection features: Anti-bacterial, Scratch resistant, Shatterproof. Material: Aluminosilicate,
Product colour: Transparent. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Protector type * Clear screen protector
Compatibility * Galaxy S21 FE

Protection features Anti-bacterial, Scratch resistant,
Shatterproof

Brand compatibility * Samsung

Performance

Product colour Transparent
Material Aluminosilicate
Easy to apply

Performance

Easy to remove
Rounded edges
Fingerprint resistant
Oleophobic coating

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Cleaning kit
Installation tray
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